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ENDO CLEAN STAND
DENTSPLY MAILLEFER

Autoclavable
Designed to hold
sterilizing solution. In
addition, it features a ring
which enables a piece of
gauze to be secured
tightly over the top of the
cup. During aprocedure,
files can be dipped into
the solution while the
gauze wipes them clean.

8131208    [671682]

Sponge Refill
25/Pkg.
Round—For Blue Stand
8131210     [671683]

Oval—For Black Stand
8131215     [671600]

ENDO-M-BLOC
DENTSPLY MAILLEFER

The Endo-M-Bloc
measuring device features
half-millimeter depth
guides to ensure accurate
measurements. This aluminum measuring block
features 42 depth guides that take the guesswork
out of setting endodontic stops.

8131216     [671676]

ENDO ORGANIZER
DENTSPLY MAILLEFER

This durable organizer is made specifically for
increased taper hand and rotary instruments. Built
to last, it is constructed of highly heat-resistant
autoclavable plastic with a snap down lid. 

8946608 [671486]

ENDO RING KIT
JORDCO INC.

The Original
Endo ring
organizer
enables the
clinician to
directly place,
store, measure
and clean
endodontic hand and rotary instruments within the
operating field. It reduces the risk of cross-
contamination and minimizes the passing of
sharps between dentists and staff.

Kit: 48 Single-Use Foam Refills, 
1 Endo Ring Assembly, and 1 EndoGel Pouch
(12 Single-Use 1 ml Tubes)
9516436   [ERK]

Foam Inserts Only  
48/Pkg.
9516439   24 Blue/24 Yellow [ERF]
9516428   Blue [ERFB]
9516429   Yellow [ERFY]

Assembly Pkg.
1 cup, 1 Large and 1 Small Finger Ring
9516454   Blue [ER]

ENDO STAND
DENTSPLY MAILLEFER

The Maillefer
Endo Stand
keeps up to 40
files, hedstroms
and reamers
close at hand
with a stand
constructed of
autoclavable aluminum with a stainless steel
container.

8131244    [671681]

MINI ENDODONTIC BOXES
INTEGRA MILTEX

Integra Miltex
Mini Endo
Holder is an
anodized
aluminum endo
box that holds
up to 60
endodontic
finger instruments. It has 4 color-coded plastic
cups to hold absorbent points and/or gutta percha
points.

9025520   Silver [48600]
9025522   Blue [48601]

ASSIST STAND - CONTINUED
shape fits great in procedure tub and the thicker
foam prevents solution from leaking. It has
rounded corners for easy cleaning and is
autoclavable up to 136°C/275°F

9900634  [50Z462]

PATIENT SETUP ORGANIZER
DENTSPLY MAILLEFER

This sturdy plastic
organizer holds up to 40
files and can be set up
for individual
procedures. The sponge
section can be soaked
with disinfection
solution and instruments
can be stored in the
sponge prior to inserting
into the canal or as an
initial infection control step.

8131243    [671995]

ROOT CANAL ORGANIZER
KIT
STARDENTAL

StarDental Root
Canal Organizer is
used to clean and
store dental
instruments such as
files and reamers.
Sold with or without Sparkl Instrument Cleaner.
Sparkl is used to keep the organizer sponge
thoroughly saturated with disinfectant solution.

5754 Kit: Organizer, Root Canal Measuring Gauge,
Sponge, Quart of Sparkl Concentrate
8943500  [5754]

5755 Kit: Organizer, Root canal Measuring Gauge,
Sponge 
8943506  [5755]

Replacement Sponge
8943510   [5757]

STERI-ENDO GUARD
ZIRC 

Unique delivery
system
organizes and
stores
endodontic files and reamers. Swivels 360
degrees, with stops every 45 degrees. Large
slotting provides complete visibility and draining
during sterilization. Complete with microban
protection.

Foam Inserts (Single Use Only) Gray
48/Pkg.
9519798    [50Z451]

Hand - Holds up to 16 Hand Files 
9519801    Blue
9519802   Yellow
9519803   Green
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